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Abstract—Light field imaging based on microlens arrays—also known as holographic, plenoptic, and integral imaging—is currently rising up as a feasible and prospective technology for future image and video applications. However, deploying actual light field applications will require identifying more powerful representation and coding solutions that support emerging manipulation and interaction functionalities. In this context, this paper proposes a novel scalable coding approach that supports a new type of scalability, referred to as Field of View (FOV) scalability, in which enhancement layers can correspond to regions of interest (ROI). The proposed scalable coding approach comprises a base layer compliant with the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard, complemented by one or more enhancement layers that progressively allow richer versions of the same light field content in terms of content manipulation and interaction possibilities, for the whole scene or just for a given ROI. Experimental results show the advantages of the proposed scalable coding approach with ROI support to cater for users with different preferences/requirements in terms of interaction functionalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the manufacturing of optics and imaging sensors made it possible to have richer forms of visual data, where spatial information about three-dimensional (3D) scenes is represented in addition to angular viewing direction—the four-dimensional (4D) light field/radiance sampling [1].

In the context of Light Field (LF) imaging, the approach based on a single-tier camera with a Microlens Array (MLA) [2] (hereinafter referred simply to as LF camera) has become a promising approach with application in many different areas, such as 3D television [3], richer photography capturing [4], biometric recognition [5], and medical imaging [6].

To deal with the new challenges that need to be overcome for successfully introducing light field media applications into the consumer market, novel standardization initiatives are also emerging. Notably, the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) committee has launched the JPEG Pleno standardization initiative [7], and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) has recently started a new work item on coded representations for immersive media (MPEG-I) [8]. The challenge to provide a LF representation with convenient spatial resolution and viewing angles requires handling a huge amount of data and, thus, efficient coding becomes of utmost importance. Another key requirement when designing an efficient LF representation and coding solution is to facilitate future interactive LF media applications supporting new manipulation functionalities. In this context, various LF coding solutions have already been proposed in the literature, achieving significant compression gains when compared to state-of-the-art 2D image coding solutions [9]–[12]. Still, transmitting the entire LF data without a scalable bitstream may represent a serious problem since the end-user needs to wait for the entire LF data to arrive before he/she can visualize and interact with the content.

One of the advantages of LF imaging is the ability to support manipulation functionalities not straightforwardly available in conventional imaging systems, namely: post-production refocusing, changing depth-of-field, and changing viewing perspective. With this in mind, the content creator can choose to organize differently the LF content to be sent to multiple end-users who may be using different display technologies, as well as applications, that allow different levels of interaction. Therefore, an efficient scalable LF coding architecture is desirable to accommodate in a single compressed bitstream a variety of sub-bitstreams appropriate for users with different preferences/requirements and various application scenarios.

With this objective, the concept of Field of View (FOV) scalability and a novel FOV Scalable Light Field Coding (FOVS-LFC) solution were proposed in [13]. By hierarchically organizing the angular information of the captured LF data, progressively richer forms of the same LF content are supported in higher layers of FOV scalability. More specifically, the base layer contains a subset of the LF raw data with narrower FOV, which can be used to render a 2D version of the content with very limited rendering capabilities. Following the base layer, one or more enhancement layers are defined to represent the necessary information to obtain more immersive LF visualization with a wider FOV. This means that, for instance, a user who wants to have a simple 2D visualization will only need to extract the base layer of the bitstream, thus reducing the necessary bitrate and the required decoding computational power. On the other hand, a user who wants a higher level of immersion or who wants to creatively decide how to interact
with the LF content can promptly start visualizing and manipulating the LF content, by extracting only the adequate bitstream subsets (which fit in the available bitrate).

To better handle this type of application scenarios, the coding architecture proposed in [13] is here extended to enable easy support for Region of Interest (ROI) coding [14] in the enhancement layers. This will give the user the possibility of increasing the FOV only for an object or region of interest.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the concept of FOV scalability, which is important to understand what is discussed later in the paper. Section III describes the FOVS-LFC solution architecture with ROI support. Section IV presents the test conditions and experimental results illustrating this new type of LF functionality and, finally, Section V concludes the paper with a critical analysis of the proposed approach and some directions for future work.

II. FOV SCALABILITY CONCEPT

As seen in Fig. 1a, an LF camera consists of a main lens and an MLA placed at any distance \( b \) of the image sensor. Therefore, in an LF camera, differently from a conventional 2D camera, each sensor element (hereinafter referred to as pixel) collects the light of a single ray (or of a thin bundle of rays) from a given angular direction \((\theta, \phi)\) that converges on a specific microlens at position \( (x, y) \) in the array. The obtained image is known as the (raw) LF image.

The FOV of a lens (typically expressed by a measurement of area or angle) corresponds to the area of the scene over which objects can be reproduced by the lens. In a conventional 2D camera, the FOV is related to the lens focal length and the physical size of the sensor. In an LF camera, the microlens FOV is directly related to the aperture of the main lens. To illustrate this fact, Fig. 1a depicts the LF camera with two different aperture sizes (as shown by the blue and red aperture stops). As can be seen with the blue and the dashed red lines, all the rays coming from the focused subject will intersect at the MLA and will then diverge until they reach the image sensor. Moreover, comparing the blue lines with the dashed red ones (in Fig. 1a), it is possible to see that the main lens aperture (or more specifically, the F-number of the main lens) needs to be matched to the F-number of the MLA to guarantee that the pixels behind each microlens, usually called a micro-image (MI), receive homogeneous illumination on their entire area, as seen in the blue line case (Fig. 1a). Otherwise, in the case of the dashed red line (Fig. 1a), pronounced vignetting will be visible in each MI.

As depicted in Fig. 1b, the common area where the FOV of all microlenses overlaps can be seen as a measure of the amount of angular information in the captured LF content. When there is MI vignetting (see dashed red lines in Fig. 1b), the microlens FOV will be further restricted and, consequently, the angular information will be narrowed. This makes it possible to control the amount of angular information available in the captured LF content by adjusting the main lens aperture. This fact has motivated the FOV scalability concept presented in [13].

The basic idea of the FOV scalability is to split the LF raw data into hierarchical subsets with partial angular information. Generally speaking, the FOV scalability can be thought of as a virtual increase in the main lens aperture (see Fig. 2a) from one layer to the next higher layer, corresponding to a wider microlens FOV and less vignetting inside each MI (along its border).

A. LF Data Organization for FOV Scalability

By properly selecting subsets of pixels from each MI, it is possible to split the overall angular information available in the captured LF image. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a hypothetical case in which the angular information is split into three hierarchical layers. In each lower layer (from top to bottom in Fig. 2b), the microlenses FOV will be further restricted (see Fig. 2a) and, consequently, the available angular information of the LF content will be narrowed.

Due to the nature of the LF imaging technology, where angular \((\theta, \phi)\) and spatial \((x, y)\) information are spatially arranged in a 2D image (i.e., the LF image), the increased angular information in each higher FOV scalable layer implies also an increase in the resolution of the LF content in the layer.
Fig. 3 FOV scalability examples with ROI enhancement layers – base layer (bottom), last enhancement layer (top); the amount of information gathered in each layer is depicted with proportional sizes: (a) The last ROI enhancement layer (top) considers the same ROI as the previous layer, but with wider FOV; (b) The last ROI enhancement layer (bottom) considers the same FOV as the previous layer but with a larger ROI.

B. Enabled FOV Scalability Functionalities

With the FOV scalability approach, new levels of scalability can be defined, in fact, in terms of the following rendering capabilities [13]: changing perspective, changing focus (refocusing) and varying depth-of-field.

Since narrowing the FOV of each MI will limit the angular information in lower layers, the number of different viewpoint perspectives that can be rendered will also decrease. This means that higher layers will have a wider range in which the perspective can be changed. The same happens for the ranges in which the focus and the depth-of-field can be varied, with higher layers having a wider range and lower layers having a narrower one.

III. PROPOSED FOVS ARCHITECTURE WITH ROI SUPPORT

The FOV Scalable Light Field Coding architecture proposed in [13] can be extended to enable easy integration of ROI coding [14], [15]. ROI coding can be an important functionality, especially in limited bitrate network channels [15], and in application scenarios where some portions of the visualized content are of higher interest than others. In the FOV scalable data organization, this functionality would allow further flexibility in the bitstream for supporting the new LF interactive manipulation capabilities.

For instance, for an LF image with very large resolution, the size of the compressed bitstream may still be considerably large in lower LF enhancement layers to be streamed efficiently. Thus, a solution would be to send in these layers only a portion of the image which is of the most interest (i.e., the ROI) with wider FOV. Therefore, the end-user receives a coarse version (in terms of FOV) of the LF content in the base layer and, if needed/required a portion or portions of the coarse received LF content can be refined (in terms of FOV) by decoding further enhancement layers.

Fig. 4 FOVS-LFC architecture (novel and modified blocks are highlighted in blue) in which one or more ROI enhancement layers (from 1 to N-1) are coded with the proposed LF enhancement layer encoder.

Fig. 3 illustrates this concept for a three layer scenario. In the base layer (bottom), a coarse version of the LF content is available with very restricted FOV. Following this, a first ROI enhancement layer is defined containing a foreground object (the same in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b), for which the FOV is enhanced. In Fig. 3a, the highest ROI enhancement layer (top) considers the same ROI as the previous layer, but with an even wider FOV. Differently, in Fig. 3b, the highest ROI enhancement layer considers the same FOV as the previous layer but increases the ROI size. Both cases contain a similar amount of texture information in the highest layer.

A. FOVS-LFC Architecture with ROI Support

The proposed FOVS-LFC architecture with ROI support (see Fig. 4) is based on the architecture proposed [13]. The coding architecture is built upon a predictive and multi-layered approach. Its adaptation for supporting ROI coding in presented below.

The LF data is firstly organized into several layers, in which higher layers typically correspond to regions of the LF image with wider FOV. In this process, the content creator will select creatively the number of hierarchical layers and their characteristics, namely the size of the subset of pixels to be sampled, the area of the LF defining the ROI for that layer (see examples in Fig. 3) and, eventually, the associated visual quality level (see Section III.B). The decision of having narrower or wider angular information in each hierarchical layer can be made dependent on the application scenario. For example, the base layer can contain a sub-sampled portion of the LF data, which can be used to render a 2D version of the content with limited interaction capabilities (narrow FOV, limited in-focus planes, and shallow depth-of-field). As shown in Fig. 4, this base layer can be coded with a conventional HEVC intra encoder to provide backward compatibility with a state-of-the-art coding solution, and the reconstructed picture is used for coding the higher layers. Following the base layer, one or more enhancement layers (enhancement layers 1 to N in Fig. 4) are defined to represent the necessary information to obtain more immersive LF visualization. Each higher enhancement layer picture contains progressively richer angular information, thus
increasing the LF data manipulation flexibility. Finally, the last enhancement layer represents the additional information to support full LF visualization with maximum manipulation capabilities (as defined by the content creator). Each enhancement layer is encoded with the proposed LF enhancement layer codec seen in Fig. 4, which is based on the HEVC architecture and may explore spatial and inter-layer redundancy through self-similarity (SS) [11] and inter-layer predictions (modules shown in blue); a detailed description of the modules used for inter-layer prediction is provided in [13].

B. ROI Coding Support and Quality Scalability

In addition to the ROI support with FOV scalability, quality scalability can be additionally straightforwardly supported. In this case, the encoder can send, in different FOV enhancement layers, the information of the ROI with richer manipulation capabilities and better visual quality as well, at the expense of limited manipulation capabilities and potential lower visual quality in the background. For this, an adaptive quantization approach can also be used to properly assign reasonable bit allocations among different scalable layers. Quality scalability can be, therefore, achieved by quantizing the residual texture data in an LF enhancement layer with a smaller Quantization Parameter (QP) relative to that used in the previous hierarchical layer. The QP values to be used in each layer can be adaptively adjusted to achieve the best tradeoff between quality and bitrate consumption.

IV. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

This section assesses the performance of the proposed FOVS-LFC solution with ROI support. For this purpose, the test conditions are firstly introduced and, then, the obtained experimental results are presented and discussed.

A. Test Conditions

To illustrate the strengths and potential pitfalls of the proposed coding solution with ROI support, the following LF test images were used (see Fig. 5): Fredo, Jeff, and Seagull. All test images have a resolution of 7104×5328 pixels with MI sizes of 74×74. For each test image, Fig. 5 also shows the rectangular ROI that was used, i.e., the portion of the LF raw image.

For simplicity reasons, only two layers were considered here: one base layer with the complete scene and one enhancement layer with a ROI for which the FOV is increased. In the base layer, to narrow the FOV significantly, a subset corresponding to only 10×10, 8×8, and 6×6 pixels was considered for each MI from, respectively, Fredo, Jeff, and Seagull. In the enhancement layer, the FOV is widened to the full FOV available in these test images, which corresponds to considering all the 74×74 pixels in each MI.

The base layer is encoded with HEVC Intra using HM 16.0 and 4 QP values (22, 27, 32, 37), according to the HEVC common test conditions. Since the focus of this paper is on the ROI support of the coding solution, the same QP values are used for the enhancement layer. The enhancement layer was encoded with the solution in Fig. 4 with only SS prediction [11]. In the following, these will be referred to as “Scalable ROI Coding”.

Experimental Results

Table I shows the comparison of the bits used for single layer coding and scalable ROI coding, taking into account the ratio of non-coded pixels in the scalable ROI architecture (referred to as “Non-Coded Pixel Ratio”). As can be seen, a significant amount of bits is saved by adopting the scalable coding solution with ROI support proposed in this paper, even when the Non-Coded Pixel Ratio is smaller (for Seagull).

The significant bit savings achieved come at the expense of a significant reduction in the FOV of the non-ROI. However, the argument in favor of using scalable coding with ROI support here is precisely that far away objects in the non-ROI do not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Image</th>
<th>Non-Coded Pixel Ratio [%]</th>
<th>QP</th>
<th>Single Layer Coding [bits]</th>
<th>Scalable ROI Coding [bits]</th>
<th>Bit Savings [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fredo</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20 964 512</td>
<td>2 373 824</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10 345 312</td>
<td>1 370 296</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5 408 688</td>
<td>757 136</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2 982 752</td>
<td>434 568</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25 569 504</td>
<td>7 334 296</td>
<td>71.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12 317 976</td>
<td>3 779 352</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5 854 448</td>
<td>1 868 384</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2 920 400</td>
<td>946 504</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seagull</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27 130 456</td>
<td>10 580 048</td>
<td>61.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12 206 048</td>
<td>4 954 712</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5 356 512</td>
<td>2 762 600</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2 597 584</td>
<td>1 131 104</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
need such a wide FOV. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 6, where three different perspectives where extracted for the ROI and overlaid on the central perspective of the non-ROI. Since the non-ROI basically corresponds to a far away background, changing slightly the perspective from left to right would not change it visibly anyway. On the foreground object however (i.e., the ROI) having a wide FOV is very important because changing the perspective from left to right can change it significantly.

In scenes where there are objects whose depth gradually changes from foreground to the background, such as the railing where the seagull is standing in Fig. 7, there are still some blending inconsistencies to solve. The problem appears when the rendered perspectives of the ROI and the non-ROI are not the same. In Fig. 7, the central view of the base layer (i.e., the non-ROI) was rendered, whereas for the ROI a perspective from the right was rendered.

V. FINAL REMARKS

This paper has proposed a flexible and efficient scalable coding framework for emerging LF applications that provides FOV scalability with ROI support. The proposed FOVS-LFC solution with ROI support comprises an HEVC backward compatible base layer and a flexible number of enhancement layers. The proposed scalable coding architecture satisfies many of the current requirements for the emerging image and video technologies, being easily adaptable to various user case scenarios demanding richer and immersive visualization. Experimental results have shown that the proposed FOVS-LFC solution with ROI support can lead to significant bit savings with unnoticeable differences in rendered views as long as there is a clear separation in depth between the object included in the ROI and those in the non-ROI. When this is not the case, there are visible blending issues that still need to be solved and will be considered in the future work. A promising solution is to consider an arbitrarily shaped ROI instead of a rectangular one; in this case, a shape coding algorithm will also be needed.
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